ARCO Oil and Gas Company

Well History - Initial Report - Daily

Instruction: Prepare and submit the "Initial Report" on the first Wednesday after a well is spudded or workover operations start.
Daily work prior to spudding should be summarized on the form giving inclusive dates only.

District: Western
Field: Mist
Location or Lease: Longview Fibre

Well No: 23-36-65
Oper. No: ARCO OIL, AND GAS

Workover Date: 11/3/90
Shut-In

Date and depth as of 8:00 a.m.

11/03/90 (1)
TD: 1879'
5-1/2"8 1214'
PREP 7/P&A, SNFN
MIHU. ACCEPT RIG 1230 HRS. SIT/SICP 325 PSI. KILL WELL W/23 BBLS LEASE WATER. CIRC RMTS FOR 1/2 HR. WELL DEAD. SET BPSV, ND TREK, RU BOPE, FULL BPSV. RIN W/TBG. TOOK WT AFTER RUNNING IN 4 JT'S. 2000LBS. CONT RIN. TBG STOPPED 81165'. RU & ID 1 JT RIN CIRC OUT CMT FROM PLUG REPORTED IN PROGNOSIS. CIRC CLEAN. RIN UP HALLIB PUMP 141 SX 'G'4%CAUL IN 2 STAGES FROM 1140'-SURF. CIP 1630 HRS. ND HALLIB, WASH OUT BOPE. CLOSE BLIND RAMS, SECURE WELL F/NIGHT. DAN WERMIEL W/DOGAMI WAIVED WITNESS OF P&A. WELD PLATE ON STUB.

11/04/90 (2)
TD: 1879'
5-1/2"8 1214'
RELADED RIG. P&A FINISHED
ND BOPE CLEAN MUD FIT. RIG RELEASED 0830 HRS.

The above is correct.

Signature

Date 11/7/91
.

For form preparation and distribution:
see Procedures Manual, Section 1D.
Drilling Pages B4 and B5
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